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Equation 2 was misprinted in the original article. The correct equation is listed below:

\[ F_X\% = \begin{cases} 
  \frac{F_{med} - F_{lat}}{F_{max,med}} & \text{if } \frac{F_{med} - F_{lat}}{F_{max,med}} < 0 \\
  \frac{F_{med} - F_{lat}}{F_{max,med}} & \text{if } \frac{F_{med} - F_{lat}}{F_{max,med}} > 0 
\end{cases} \]

\[ COP_x = (O_{lat,x} - O_{med,x}) \times \left((1 - (F_X\%)) \times 0.5\right) + O_{med,x} \]
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